
“Bass House Vocals” by HighLife Samples is a vocal sound pack designed exclusively for 

electronic music producers. Elevate your music production experience with this meticulously 

crafted collection of 5 construction kits, each brimming with 24-bit WAV loops, Drum hits, 

MIDI files, and Serum presets.  

Unleash the power of professional-grade sounds that will transform your tracks and inspire 

your creativity. Dive into the heart of electronic music with “Bass House Vocals,” where 

every element is carefully curated to cater to the needs of modern producers.  

The construction kits serve as a sonic playground, offering various female acapella vocals, 

including Dry and Wet versions, pulsating basslines, crisp drum hits, and dynamic melodies. 

Whether you’re a pro producer or just starting, these kits provide a solid foundation for 

creating chart-topping tracks in electronic music’s energetic and bass-heavy realm. 

One of the standout features of this sample pack is its 100% royalty-free content. HighLife 

Samples understands the importance of artistic freedom, and with “Bass House Vocals,” you 

can use the sounds in your music productions without any worries about copyright issues. 

This opens up endless possibilities for you to showcase your talent, release your tracks, and 

share your tracks with the world. 

For those seeking to push the boundaries of sound design, including Serum presets adds an 

extra layer of versatility. The meticulously crafted presets can be seamlessly integrated into 

your projects, bringing a professional and polished quality to your sound.  

To unlock the full potential of these presets, make sure you have Serum version 1.3.6.8 

or later installed. 

Elevate your music production journey with top-tier sounds that set the stage for chart-

topping success. Unleash your creativity, break free from limitations, and make a lasting 

impact with the sounds of “Bass House Vocals” guiding your musical endeavors. 

Pack Content: 

20 Acapella Female Vocals Dry/Wet 

21 Bass Loops 

32 Drum Hits 

38 Drum Loops 

16 Fx 

36 Midi Files 

33 Serum Presets 

15 Synth Loops 

 
 
  
 


